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TOMWELLS

A

Nail Chronology: The Use of
Technologically Derived Features
ABSTRACT
A

nail chronology
is presented.
This
technology-based
is derived from a typology based on a combi

chronology
nation
of

information
about
the historical
general
of the technology applied by the nail manu
facturing industry and the periods of actual use for each of
twelve basic nail types presently identified as having been

developments

used
used
used

in Louisiana.

The

author believes

that the approach
Nail Chronology can also be
to establish accurate nail chronologies in other regions.
to establish

the Louisiana

Introduction
are artifacts commonly found at historic
frequency of their occurrence has
encouraged archaeologists to use them as dating
tools, supplementing chronologies based on ce
Nails

sites.

The

standard nail chronology used today is one
in 1968 (Nelson
developed by Lee H. Nelson
was
This
1968).
chronology
severely simplified
In his chronology
by Ivor Noel Hume (1972).
Nelson uses the style (referred to here as "form")

of the nail, burrs, and head style to date nails.
To use his chronology one compares a nail to
those illustrated in the pamphlet to find the clos
est match. An earlier work, by Henry C. Mer
cer (1924), is based on samples of nails from
several houses

in Pennsylvania;
however, this
some
work
misinformation.
pioneering
provides
For instance, Mercer shows a photograph of a
selection of cut nails that are incorrectly identi
fied as "hammer-headed"
(Mercer
1924:9).

nails are completely machine-made by a
process thatwill be discussed later. Mercer does
illustrate burrs (1924:7), though his conclusions
about the dates of the appearance of these are

These

not necessarily applicable beyond the houses he
studied. These chronologies were a good start,
based on such information as was available at the

ramics, glass, and other artifacts. The nail chro
nologies in common use among archaeologists;
however, have not been as reliable as the glass

time. One of the best attempts at establishing a
nail chronology
is that by Maureen
Phillips
She used nails from dated structures to
(1989).
establish the actual time that a nail type was
used. Her nail typology is primarily based on

of nail manufacture
leaves
general methods
on
nails. These fea
readily identifiable features
tures are indicative of the technology used in the

typologies and chronologies lead the author to
collaborate with Jay D. Edwards, of Louisiana
State University, in the study of nails. The re
sults of that study were published in a general

and ceramic chronologies. A reliable chronology
is needed to make nails more useful as dating
tools. To be reliable the nail chronology should manufacturing features, though it is limited to the
be based on accurately dated nail types, and it houses she studied and may not have a general
or regional application.
should be useful for archaeologists in the field
answer
in
the
While cataloging a collection of several thou
and
this need the
laboratory. To
sand
Nail
has
Louisiana
nails from a house built in the 18th century
Chronology
recently been
on
This chronology is based
twelve
and continuously occupied since, the author was
developed.
basic types of nails, sampled from dated build
faced with nails that could not be matched with
any of those illustrated or described by either
ings. The nail types are readily identifiable and
are based on the structure and the physical char
In addition, numerous nails
Nelson or Mercer.
acteristics of the nails (here called features) that that appeared to be hand-made had burrs, pre
result from dateable technological developments
sumably a feature of cut nails.
in the history of nail manufacture. Each of the
Experiences with the problems of existing nail

manufacture of nails, thus because nail manufac
turing technology changed over the course of
time, the features are temporally significant.

Historical
Permission

1998, 32(2):78-99.
Archaeology,
to reprint required.

interestmonograph devoted to 19th century-nails
in Louisiana
(Edwards and Wells
1993). The
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following article is based in part on research for
that publication and on additional research not
included in the book. The chronology presented
here differs from that published in our book in
one respect:
the nail designated as Type 9 is
replaced with a different nail. The reason for
eliminating it is discussed below. The scope of
this article is limited to ferrous house nails. The
chronology presented here is based heavily on

"to bestow") because each piece of evidence is
characteristic of a stage in the development of
nail manufacturing technology rather than a value
that is ascribed to aspects of the appearance of a
given nail. Identification of the nail types in the
Louisiana Nail Chronology is based on these nail
features. Historical background is included in a

terms used here is appended.

nology is presented to introduce the reader to this

brief review of the evolution of the technology of
the nail manufacturing industry.

the historical development of nail manufacture,
Metals
thus a brief technological history is first pre
sented, followed by a general description of the
Common house nails were made from one of
various types of nails produced by methods em
in
two
each
of
stage
types of iron: wrought iron or steel. De
technological develop
ployed
ment of the nail industry. Finally, the Louisiana
termining which of these two forms of iron is
This section
is presented.
Nail Chronology
used and the salient features of each is the first
briefly discusses themethod used to develop the step in establishing the temporal significance of
chronology, which can also be applied in other any nail sample. A brief history of 18th and
localities. A short lexicon of some technical
19th century iron and steel manufacturing tech

A

Brief

History

of Nail

subject.
Manufacturing

Technology

Wrought Iron

in the late 18th century great
Wrought iron is a ductile two component metal
Beginning
changes began in the technology of nail manufac
consisting of almost pure metallic iron and mod
turing. Through the course of the 19th century erate amounts of a siliceous slag (Aston and
theAmerican nail industrydeveloped from small,
There are traces of other ele
Story 1939:1).
often part-time, cottage-level concerns to large ments which are regarded as contaminants. This
form of iron is "wrought," meaning worked
industrial establishments. The technological de
rather than cast in its final shape by pouring liq
velopment of the nail industry closely followed
In the 18th century one of
uid iron intomolds.
developments in other fields of ironmanufactur
two methods was generally employed to reduce
ing technology.
Improvements in iron produc
tion, synchronized machinery, steam power, iron iron ore intometallic iron. These are referred to
as the direct method and the indirect method.
casting, and eventually steel manufacture were
soon followed by changes in nail manufacturing Which of these two methods was used cannot be
discerned in the final product. The entire pro
technology. Each stage of nail manufacturing
left
technology has
readily observable, temporally cess, from mining to extraction and refinement,
on the nails so produced.
evidence
De Re
may be found in Georgius Agricola's
significant
This evidence is found in themetal used and the Metallica
(Agricola 1950), originally published in
1556.
characteristic features resulting from the various
The roughly consolidated blooms, sometimes
changes in the production of nails. These pieces
of temporally significant evidence may properly
called "muck bars," were further refined in the
be called

make")

"features" (from Latin facere
"to
rather than "attributes" ( ad + tribuere

chaffery into "merchant bars" that were next
drawn into commonly used stock sizes of bars
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bars over and stacking several of these, one on
the other, thenwelding them all together to pro
cleaner
iron (Mott
duce a higher quality,

^^^, ^i^pi^^^^^^^^^^^K^

1983:28, 35-36).
The last step in whatever process was used
was to draw out the iron into stock sizes of bars,
flat stock, and rods. Until the 1780s the draw
ing out process was accomplished by forging the
bars using a water powered helve hammer and

^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

hand labor, with swedges used to size and shape
the stock. In 1784 an English patent was issued
for turning out stock using grooved rollers (Mott
The grooved rollers both consoli
1983:37-39).

dated and shaped the hot iron.
When cleaned to bare metal wrought iron can
be readily identified by itswood-like grain (Fig
ure 1). The wood-like grain is caused by the
silicious slag that could not be removed from the
bloom; itwas drawn out with the iron, becom
ing longitudinal glassy veins in the bar. The
metallic part of wrought iron is chemically al
most pure iron. Typically, a wrought iron bar
may have 1% to 3% mixed slag and traces of

1/"^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^

'

other impurities (Aston and Story 1939:2, 20-26).
Batches of wrought iron may vary considerably
in both chemical constituents and their propor
tions. Even iron samples from the same ores
and the same bloomery may differ significantly
from bar to bar, depending on the proportions of

flux mixed with the ore, the temperature at
which the iron was worked, how long it was
FIGURE 1.Surfaces of iron(left)and steel (right)(Edwards
held at high temperature, and the worker's dili
andWells 1993).
gence in the refining processes.
Steel
Some bars were next sent to the
and plates.
into nail
and
slitting mill to be made
rolling
and
then
nail
rods.
plates
During the 15th century an additional refining
step was added. It involved the reheating of the
iron to a welding heat and again hammering it to
consolidate the iron better by working out as
much of the slag and impurities as possible.
Another step in the refining of ironwas added in
the late 18th century. It consisted of folding the

Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon. A low
carbon steel, called mild steel, is usually used for
nail manufacture.
Steel has a crystalline struc
contains
ture,
insignificant amounts of slag, and
does not have the wood-like grain that is charac
teristic of wrought iron. Steel may be recog
nized by its fine uniform surface. When rusty
steel is cleaned to bare metal, a surface covered

with

small circular pits is revealed,

in contrast
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with wrought iron's longitudinal striations (Figure
Though small quantities of steel have been
made for millennia, large scale mass production
of steel began in the late 1870s with the adop
tion of a modified Bessemer process. Until the
perfection of the industrial processes steel had
been made by carburizing high grade wrought
iron. In the late 1880s and 1890s the various

Bessemer and open hearth methods of steel mak
ing were being developed and perfected. Both
Bessemer and open hearth processes
involved
iron
and
melting pig
blowing oxygen through it,
generating an extremely high heat that burns out

and slitting
FIGURE 3. Detail ofa rolling
machine (Diderot
1765).

nearly all of the impurities. Carbon content of
the steel was controlled by adding it to themol
These features are indicative of the technology
ten steel. The molten metal was next poured
used in themanufacture of nails and because the
into ingotmolds (Campbell 1940:5-14). The in
manufacturing
technology changed over the
gots were then sent to rollers to be formed into course of
these
features are temporally sig
time,
rods, sheets, or other shapes.
By the middle
nificant. There are two important divisions of
1890s steel production, being less labor intensive
nail manufacturing technology: hand forged and
thanwrought iron production, began to replace it
machine made.
The earliest of these two, hand
inmost applications, including nail manufacture.
will
be
forged,
presented first.
The Manufacture

of Nails

Each of themethods of nail manufacture leave
readily identifiable features on the nails produced.

Hand Forged Nails
Hand forged nails were made from iron nail
rods. The older way of making nail rods was by
drawing out large bars to a smaller size. This
was accomplished by the smith, using a hand
hammer or with a helve-hammer.
This is a
rather slow, labor-intensive process, but it contin
ued to be used even after later technological de
Its advantage
velopments had made it obsolete.
was that no specialized
equipment other than
basic blacksmith
tools was required.
Nails
made from forged nail rods are generally square
in cross section and have evidence of hammering
on all sides and the head.

After their development in the 17th century,
rolling and slitting mills made most nail rods
In the mills, bars were heated and
(Figure 2).
run throughwater powered rollers until they had
rectangular cross sections and were about one
mill quarter to one half inch thick, according to the
FIGURE 2. An eighteenthcenturyrollingand slitting
size nail rod that was to be produced.
These
(Diderot 1765).
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were called nail bars. Each nail bar varied from
6 to 8 in. wide and roughly 12 ft. long. The
rectangular nail bar was then sent through the
slitter (Kauffman 1966:34-35).
This machine
consisted of intermeshing hardened disks that cut
the nail plate lengthwise into nail rods (Figure 3).
Nail rods made in slitting mills often do not
have perfectly square sides; they are often rect
angular, rhomboid, or trapezoid in cross section.
The rectangular section is the result of feeding a
thin plate through the cutters. Rhomboid and
trapezoid cross sections are caused by the pulling
action of dull cutter disks. As the nailer, the
smithwho makes nails, draws out the point of a
trapezoidal cross section of nail rod, a valley is
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forged nails may have burrs on the trail
ing edge of the rod on the same face (Figure 4).
The burrs are caused by the cutters dragging a
small amount of iron into the slight gap between
the cutter disks. The burrs will often be visible
on the unmodified part of the shaft below the
Hand

head and above the tapered part thatwas drawn
to form the point.
Nails were forged using specialized versions of
standard blacksmithing tools, including hammer,
anvil, and header. The header is a tool that is
pierced by a tapered hole that is slightly smaller

than the nail rod employed. A standard method
used by smiths to forge a nail began with heat
ing the end of a nail rod in the fire. The end
was
then pointed and the shaft was drawn to a
sometimes formed in the wider face in the upper
cross
section will
diameter thatwould slip into the header, a shoul
part of the shaft. A rhomboid
cross
not have marked effect. The
section of the der being left to catch in the header where the
head was to be formed. While the rod was still
original nail rod may extend from under the head
a
down the shaft for quarter of the length of the showing color itwas nicked above the shoulder
nail.
and twisted off in the header, leaving the shaft in
the hole and a little of the rod projecting above
the header.
Finally, this projecting piece was
"upset," mushrooming it to form the head, com
pleting the nail.
A common feature on nails made from slit
stock is a slight depression under the head on

one face. This feature suggests an alternative
method of heading the nail.
Instead of leaving
a shoulder to catch in the header, the smith
struck the rod on its face, bulging the sides at
the place the shaftwas to catch the header. The
nailer might do this when the nail rod size was
the same size or slightly smaller than the hole in

the header. On nails made in thisway the origi
nal unmodified nail rod can be seen between the
head and the point taper.
All hand-made nails exhibit hammering on the
head and all four sides in the point taper. It is
not always possible to tell if a nail ismade from
forged rods or slit rods, if the nail was drawn
from a large slit rod down to a smaller size.

This is because the distinct features of the slit
rod will be obliterated by the smith's hammering.
Shafts often do not taper uniformly from head to
FIGURE 4. Burrson a forgednail (left)and a cut nail (right). point; however, theremay be valleys, cold shuts,
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or other evidence that suggests the use of slit
rods. A cold shut is an unconsolidated fold of
metal hammered against the shaft. Nails may
have burrs or vertical drag marks immediately
under the head, the result of seating the nail in
a tightheader. The heads exhibit hammer marks
and are somewhat irregular. There are numerous

styles of head which may represent functional
types. Head styles and functional types, how
ever, are beyond the scope of this study.
Forged nail technology antedates the coloniza
tion of America, and limited numbers of forged
nails were still being made well into the 19th
century. The use of forged nails became pro
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less common as cut nail technology
improved. Nails and nail rods were imported
into the European colonies from the time of their
establishment in theNew World and were manu

gressively

factured in limited numbers in the United States
into the 19th century, making forged nails not
especially useful for dating. Their presence at a
site can only suggest the early 19th century or
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-
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s_,-525SW- pom
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POINT

^
point

earlier.

Machine-Made

Nails

IRONCUT NAILS
All cut nails are made from strips of iron or
steel called nail plates. The length of the nail is
determined by the width of the nail plate, and
the thickness of the nail is the same as the thick
ness of the nail plate. The surface of the nail
plate is the surface of the nail's face. The body
of the nail, the nail blank, is sheared off the end
of the nail plate at an angle so the nail blank
describes an acute, usually truncated, triangle.

The small end is the point and the large end will
be upset to form the head.
In cutting the blank
from the nail plate the shearing action leaves two
features on the nail that are of interesthere: the
cut face and the burr (Figure 5). All cut nails
taper on two sides, the cut faces, and have a
uniform thickness on the opposite faces below
the pinched area. Though cut nails rarely have

FIGURE

5.

Nail nomenclature.

sharp points, some are to be found, usually on
early cut nails.

Beginning in the late 18th century, early cut
nail manufacture was accomplished in two steps,
beginning with the shearing of the nail blank.
Then the blank was held in a clamp and headed
by hand. The earliest nail cuttingmachines, like
Nathaniel Reed's
(Loveday 1983:13, 18), were
and
the nail plate was fed into
manually powered
the shear by hand. After the nail blank was cut
off it was put in a vice-like header, leaving a
short section of the shaft projecting above the
header. This device grasped and crushed the cut
faces, resulting in a side-pinched nail. The nailer
then struck the projecting part of the shaft with
a hand hammer to form the head.
The first successful combined cutting and head
ing machines were developed and used in the

northeastern United States in the early 19th cen
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tury. The factories used water power to drive
themachinery rather than human power, thereby
increasing the speed of production and uniformity
of the product. Some early, fullymachine-made,
nails can be hard to distinguish from hand
headed cut nails. Both are generally strongly
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side-pinched, the burr is on opposite faces, both
have points that are rounded from front face to
back face, and are cross-grained. The heads of
machine-headed nails, however, tend to be more
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FIGURE 7. Pointsof cut nails compared. The toppoint is
that of a nail thatwas
from a sheet.

The

cut from a nail plate which was sheared
point is from a nail cut from a

bottom

narrownail plate (Edwardsand Wells 1993).

Nail
Plate
'^^^^^^^^^^^^^

regular and thicker than hand-headed nails, and
the shafts tend to be uniform in pinch, shearing

angle, and general appearance.
Both hand-headed and machine-headed
early
NailBl^^
cut nails were cross-grained.
They were cut
from narrow nail plates which were produced by
rolling mills using narrow rollers (Figure 6).
The grain of the iron in these plates runs the
FIGURE 6.Wrought irongrainand methods ofmaking nail
length of the plate so the grain of the nail blank,
plates: a, slag in the bloom isdrawn out with the iron, narrow
cut
from the end of the nail plate, ran across the
narrow
the
nailplatewith thegrain runningthe
rollersform
are
cross
narrow
cut
of
the
nails
nail
from
nail.
The rounded edge of the nail plate usually
bar,
plates
length
grained; b, narrow rollers form the narrow nail plate with the
survives at the point. Nails cut from such plates
grain running the length of the bar, nails cut from narrow nail
will have points that are rounded from the front
rollers produce
c, wide
sheets,
plates are cross-grained;
face to the back face (Figure 7).
across
to
the
nail
which are then sheared
plates,

nails made

from such plates

Edwards and Wells 1993).

produce
grain
are in-line-grained (after

In the hand-fed nail machines
the nail plate
had to be repositioned for each cut to produce
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the necessary angle for the nail blank. The in
evitable, though slight, variation in feed angle
resulted in nails that are of variable breadth.
With the perfection of the automatic feeder came
greater uniformity in shaft breadth and taper.
Most of the early cut nail types have burrs on
opposite faces, evidence that the nail plates were

inaccurately repositioned after each cut.
A major drawback of all cross-grained nails is
their tendency to break when clinched, bent, or
This is because
extracted from the wood.

iron is laterally weakened by the slag
across
the shaft. Cross-grained cut nails
running
break cleanly along the slag inclusions in the
grain. The superior performance of grain-in-line
nails, such as hand forged nails, was well under
stood by Jacob Perkins who advertised, in 1795,
a machine that he claimed could produce such
nails (Phillips 1989:91).
That Perkins' nail ma

wrought

chines did not dominate the nail market may be
ascribed either to the unreliability of the ma
chines or to the expense of making wide plates

before the technology had matured. Grain-in-line
cut nails dating from before 1834 have not been
found in Louisiana, though theymay have been
used in Boston before the turn of the century

(Phillips1989).
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produce wide plate and sheet iron. These tech
nologies were soon brought to America (Binning
1938:88).
Steam engines provided reliable power, permit
ting factories to be established away from the
falls of the eastern seaboard rivers to the west
ern coal and iron producing areas. There were

three advantages realized from the use of steam
power. First, factory layout could be directed for
manufacturing efficiency rather than being limited
by access to the river and the axle that trans
ferred power from the water wheel.
Second,
power to themachines was no longer limited by
the river's flow rate, rate of fall, and seasonal
availability of water. And finally, beginning in
the early decades of the 19th century, factories
could be located in the west where the greatest
In the west, boats communicated
demand was.
with every town in the Mississippi
valley,
quickly transporting nails for the ever expanding

market.

In 1810 a plant in Pennsylvania had water
driven rollers 3-4 ft. long and 16-18 in. in diam

eter; the following year steam power was first
used in a Pittsburgh rolling mill (Mackintosh
In 1832 one of
Hemphill Company 1953:31-32).

the first cut nail factories was established
in
Large scale manufacture of grain-in-line cut
a
was
soon
town
that
nails awaited the full development of other tech Wheeling, (West) Virginia,
to be the center of the cut nail industry. In this
nologies, especially the art of iron casting and
factory, sheets were rolled and cut into nail
steam power.
The narrow rollers of the old
It appears that by
plates (Heitmann 1989:311).
water-powered rolling mills were unable to pro
come into com
1830
wide
roller
had
duce wide plates and sheet iron. Though wide
technology
mon
use
rollers had been used since the 18th century they
by American nail makers to make an
were flexible because of their small diameter,
improved, in-line-grained nail.
By the second decade of the 19th century
limiting their use to the softer non-ferrous met
some manufacturers were producing nail plates
als (Daumas 1964:252).
The demand for wide
that were cut from sheets or wide plates (Ure
sheet iron for steam engine boilers was met at
1866:613). With this new
plates were cut across the
plates that had the grain
Nails cut from the end of
cross-grained nail plates had the grain running
from point to head. These nails could be suc

first by hammering thick narrow plates under a
water powered helve hammer until they were
sufficientlywide. By 1803 in England, iron cast

1865:255; Martineau
method, wide rolled
grain-producing nail
running across them.

first applied to drive machinery (Dickinson 1939).
After those developments, wide rollers powered
by reliable steam engines could economically

cessfully clinched without breaking.
thatwere made by this method have
with four sharp corners (Figure 7).

ing technology improved enough that large diam
eter, rigid, wide rollers could be made of cast
iron. It was also there that steam power was

All

nails

flat points
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In themore technologically advanced machines
the angle of the nail blank was established with
out the necessity of repositioning the plate after
each cut. A reciprocating cutter, having two
cutting edges, each set at the correct angle, came
into use at about the same period as the transi

tion from cross-grained to grain-in-line nails.
These machines produced nails having the burrs
on the same face. This single feature, however,

should not be used by itself for establishing the
nail date; there are cross-grained nails that have
burrs on the same face.

After the nail blank is cut it is mechanically
grasped for heading.
Grasping by the header
deforms
the
upper end of the shaft just
clamp
below where the head will be formed. This is
another feature of cut nails referred to as the
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each drawing the leading end of the wire had to
be reduced to the next smaller size and started
through the hole so it could be grasped by the
clamp that pulled the wire (Ferguson 1965:90
In iron wire the grain runs the length of
94).
the shaft, allowing it to be bent without breaking.
Wire making technology changed little from
medieval times until themiddle of the 19th cen
tury, thoughwater and then steam took the place
of human power to pull the wire.
Steam was
not employed inAmerican wire making until the
19th century (Binning 1938:88-89).
Although
wrought iron wire had been made for a long
time itwas not considered suitable for nail mak
ing for two main reasons: wrought iron wire
could not be made as cheaply as nail plates, and

because of their narrow, un-tapered sides, and the
Most
and
Wells
the
of
softness of iron, wire nails could not be driven
"pinch" (Edwards
1993).
later nails are face-pinched, though side-pinched
into hardwoods without pilot holes.
Even so,
nails have been continuously produced from the small ironwire nails called "French points" were
in this country beginning in 1875 with
beginning of cut nail mass production to the made
common
most
The
nail
is
In 1880, the first
present.
in-line-grain
imported French machines.
so
are
the
of
the
faces
American
wire
nail
manufacturer
face-pinched
edges
nearly
began commer
are
usu
to
from
head
in
The
heads
cial
scale
straight
point.
operation
Kentucky (The Iron Age
or
either
when
square
ally small,
rectangular
1898).
viewed from the top and rather blocky.
Two
The manufacture of wire nails begins with
functional types of cut nails do not have a pinch:
feeding the end of a roll of wire into clamps
are
which
left
and
whose
which
unheaded,
brads,
grasp the length of the shaftwith a short
sprigs,
heads are cut simultaneously with the shaft.
length projecting past the clamp. The wire is
was
or
a
at
in place by teeth in the clamp thatmake a
done
cold
low
held
heat, put
Heading
on
stress
the
in
of lateral scores found on the upper shaft
often
series
iron,
ting great
resulting
small cracks that run with the grain on the face
immediately below the head. The wire project
side of the head. The cracks result from the iron ing from the clamp is mechanically upset to form
the head. While
still in the clamp, cutter dies
separating along the grain under the force of
common
on
on
to
It
to the shaft,while separat
cracks
is
find
the
squeeze
long
point
heading.
the cut faces of all iron cut nails, indicating that ing it from the wire roll, then the clamp opens
and drops the finished nail; the process begins
the iron was poorly consolidated. As iron pro
ducers adopted better ironmaking techniques, the again as more wire is fed into the machine
The same basic design of
(Clark 1978:192-193).
quality of wrought iron improved so that such
cracks are less often seen in nails made after the machine is used in steel wire nail manufacture.
1840s.

WIRE NAILS
IRON
Wire was made by pulling a rod through suc
cessively smaller holes in a draw plate until the
desired diameter was reached. At the end of

Distinguishing wrought iron wire from steel
wire can be difficult. Iron wire for iron wire
nails was highly refined and the grain is notice
able only after it has been acid-etched. Recog
nizing steel wire nails can also be difficult. As
steel is drawn through the reducing dies the crys
talline structure becomes stretched. This, com
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bined with the minute
the die, often gives the
similar to that of iron.
the difference between

longitudinal abrasion of
steel a striated appearance
It is also possible to tell
iron and steel using pow

erful microscopes, microphotographs,
spectral
analysis, and other metallurgical techniques.

STEELCUT NAILS

The Louisiana
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Nail Chronology

The Louisiana Nail Chronology represents an
attempt at establishing a system for dating sites
and standing structures using nails as dating

tools. One of the problems with existing nail
their
chronologies is that they are form-based:
use requires one to compare a sample nail with
illustrations of nails to find one that looks simi

After the steel making processes were perfected
lar. The assumption is that similar form indi
less than that of
and the price for steel was
cates similar dates of manufacture and use. This
wrought iron, cut nail manufacturers began to use method can be misleading because nails with the
steel for nails. From the late 1880s through the same form have been made for over a century.
1890s steel gradually replaced wrought iron in This problem is slightly ameliorated by the brief
themanufacture of cut nails (Heitmann 1989:30).
descriptions of burr location and grain direction.
From 1884 through 1886 only 5% of cut nails
Mention should be made here of other systems
were made of steel. By 1891 three quarters of of categorizing nails. The least useful of these,
all cut nails were made of steel. Before the end
for dating purposes, is by functional type. Func
of the century all cut nails were made of steel.
tional types are based on the intended or custom
Steel cut nails are still made in small quantities,
ary use of a particular kind of nail. Functional
some on old machines.
The manufacturing pro
types are of little use for establishing dates.
cess is the same for steel and iron cut nails and Additionally, the actual use of any particular nail
because there are styles of steel cut nails that cannot be known out of its original context.
resemble early 19th century-nails, it is necessary
to determine whether the nail is made from iron

or

steel.

STEELWIRE NAILS
The processes for themanufacture of steel wire
nails is essentially the same as that for ironwire
nails, thoughmore abrasion resistantmaterials are
now available for use in the dies (Committee of

Functional types may be of limited use in de
scribing some nails, in the same manner and with
the same skepticism as "arrow head" or "adz"
are used to describe prehistoric stone artifacts.
Closely related to functional types is classifica
tion by means of head and point style, which
meets with the same objection:
style has not
a
proved useful for establishing
chronology,
though itmay be useful in establishing a nail

typology. The English used such classifications
and Drawn Wire Producers
as "clout" and "rose head" to describe nails and
1969:7-9).
sometimes this may indicate their use; however,
Though manufacturers began to produce steel
wire in the 1860s, the wire was used mostly for not all such terms need to be discarded. There
Steel
are useful English terms that have specific and
telegraphs, seat springs, and crinolines.
wire nails do not seem to have been available
limited use, such as "brad" and "sprig."
Such
until the late 1870s (Loveday 1983:136), possibly
termsmay be used to describe the form of spe
because of the expense of steel manufacturing of
cific nail classes. For instance, a sprig is a nail
the day. Steel wire nails were not produced in made without an
apparent head. Care must be
competitive quantities until the late 1880s and
taken because one cannot always be certain that
early 1890s (Loveday 1983:137). By the turn of a pointed shaft is a sprig. In the case of "brad,"
the century most nails thatwere sold were wire
both forged and cut brads have a "7" shape, but
nails. By 1920, wire nails had taken over the modern wire brads have a small round head that
nail market, leaving cut nails with only 8% of
slightly overhangs the shaft around its diameter.
the market.
Although functional types and head and point
Rod
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styles are not reliable temporal indicators, func
tional types can be valuable for other purposes.
Even after having visited and sampled nails from
many late 18th and early 19th century-buildings
the author can only make very broad generaliza

shortage of labor. In England therewas consid
erable resistance, on the part of skilled labor, to
the adoption of machinery that could threaten
their employment. This resistance retarded the
technological development of certain other indus
tries in England, for instance, boots, clothing, and

For in
the French or Spanish in Louisiana.
stance, among the supplies requested from France
for the colony in 1759 are "twenty quintals of

machines, could produce 54 kegs of lOd nails,
and earn $5.00 a day (Schoenhof 1974:226-227).
Historical research may indicate that a particu
lar nail was being manufactured, but how does
one tell if it was used in a particular region?
Taking Lee Nelson's
suggestion that local chro
the author and Jay
be developed,
nologies
Edwards did just that; however, the nail typology
on which the Louisiana Nail Chronology is based
depends on the identification of significant fea
tures. These features include the physical struc
ture or characteristics of the nails that result from

tions about how any particular functional type
was actually used in that period.
to "labor-saving"
locks.
resistance
machin
Labor
The use of "penny" is avoided because of its ery has been cited as the chief reason that En
vagueness.
"Penny" can mean the number of gland continued to produce nails by hand into
In
nails that could be bought for a penny, the price
the late 19th century (Habakkuk 1962:172).
per pound of a size of nail, or the price, in the late 19th century an English nailer could
pence, for a hundred nails. Today the term has make, by traditional hand forging, about 112
been standardized to describe a size of nail. An
pounds of larger size nails in a day. In a week
At the
he earned about 16 shillings ($3.87).
additional objection is that "penny" is culture
same time, an American nailer, operating three
specific; it is an English system not shared by

nails; thirty quintals of half
thirty quintals of caravel nails;
forty quintals of shingling nails, a little longer
The list goes on to de
than half-deck nails."
scribe a total of seven varieties of nail by using
named types. The list, however, also includes
"twenty quintals of 6-, 7- and 8-inch nails"
(Rowland and Sanders 1984:57), a description of
nails by length. Interestingly,none of the names
double
caravel

caravel

nails;

of the above types is used by Diderot (1765) to
describe nails.
Using patented designs of machines or patent
dates for nail machines have been found to be of
no use in dating. It is doubtful that itwill ever
be possible to tell that a particular nail was made
by a given machine based on its patent, or even
if the machine were built and actually put into
service. Many patents were taken out on plau

dateable manufacturing technology. Each stage
in the history of technological development may
be discerned on the nail. The use of iron or
steel, grain direction, and so on result from

ain, and in Europe generally, therewas a surplus
In the U. S. therewas a chronic
of manpower.

Mercer

stages in the development of nail manufacture
technology and thus, indicate a general date for
themanufacture of the nail. This method; how
ever, assumes that earlier technologies were dis
carded as more efficient technologies were devel

sible ideas, often in hopes of making money
oped.
The nail typology derived from technology
from litigation against successful manufacturers
dates is of general applicability
based
for
sued
who could be
only.
patent infringement.
do not allow for the use of nails
dates
Such
references
from
Another danger results
using
on the British nail industry for generalizing about made from obsolete technologies, differences in
trade routes, or old nails used in new structures.
nail manufacture in the United States. It should
be remembered that throughout the 18th and 19th In order to obtain dates of actual use specific to
centuries, themanpower and economic forces of Louisiana, another method was used to develop a
the two countries differed greatly. In Great Brit
regional chronology. This method follows that of
(1924) and Maureen Phillips (1989) by
dated
standing structures as sources of
using
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dateable nails. Technological features were used
to establish nail types; however, dates-of-use
were determined by sampling dated historic
Nails
selected for this study were
buildings.
functional parts of the structure, pulled from
original, permanent parts of the building such as

the roof truss, knee walls, jack rafters, sills, pur
lins, and rafters. Roofs may be replaced several
times over the lifetime of a building, thus they
were not (with one exception) used as sources
for nails. Nails from later additions or repairs,
unless they were well dated, were not sampled.
structural nails drawn from the original
parts of an 1840 house could be assumed to date
from 1840 or earlier.
As the historical background research and nail
study began to take shape, houses were selected
Thus,

for dates that coincided with documented changes
in nail manufacturing technology. This was done
to obtain nail samples that would sharpen the
transition period from one nail type to another.
Of particular interest was the transition from
cut nails to fully machine-made
hand-headed
nails that started near the beginning of the 19th
century. Also of special interestwas the period
of transition from cross-grained nails to grain-in
line nails that took place in the first two decades
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building is dated to within five years by a com
bination of methods; the scale ends with "D"
indicating a building whose construction can be
dated to within a decade by a combination of
methods. Nails from buildings that could not be
dated to within a decade were not used to estab
lish the chronology. Obviously, the "A" build
ings are to be preferred as sources for nail
samples; however, "A" buildings dating from the
years of interestwere not always available.
Nail dates based on their use in buildings
should be understood to be probabilities; there
are abundant opportunities for sample error, espe
cially for the early cut nail dates. Few of the
structuresbuilt in the 18th century and early 19th
century are still standing. Nails from archaeo
logical sites were beyond the scope of the sur
vey. The eventual inclusion of archaeological
sites as a source for nail samples may improve
the accuracy of the chronology.

How

to Determine

the Age of a Nail

As many nails as possible (or as many as the
owner will allow!) should be sampled to establish
the uniformity of the sample and the types used.
In addition, nails should be drawn from as many
parts of the original structure as possible, again
to establish the uniformity of the sample and,
eventually, to develop a functional type system
based on nail use.

of the 19th century. Documenting the periods of
transitionfrom the use of iron to steel and of cut
nails to wire nails was considered less vital be
cause by the late 19th century-interstate transpor
tationmade the shipment from factory to carpen
Diagnostic Features
ter a matter of weeks, if not days. The transi
tion period can be reliably documented by his
Nails should be cleaned of all oxides to expose
torical research; however, several buildings from
the bare metal and in order to reveal the diag
the end of the 19th century were sampled to nostic
The important features are:
features.
verify the historical evidence.
material (iron or steel); general uniformity (or
The resulting data base used to develop the
lack of it) of the head and shaft; shaft shape,
chronology is summarized in Table 1. The name
cross section, and taper; the pinch, if present;
of the building is followed by the date of the
shape of the point; burr, if present; cold shuts or
building's construction. The date is followed by
cracks; and heading method. No one of these
a letter scale from "A" to "D" designating con
features should be relied on for determining the
fidence in the accuracy of that date. An "A"
age of a nail. Except for the use of iron or steel
indicates a firm documentary record from the none of these features is, in its self,
chronologi
time of construction; "B" is a building dated to
cally significant. When the nail features are used
within two years by a combination of documen
together, one may determine the nail type and its
tation and other methods; "C" indicates that the time of use.
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TABLE 1

DATABASE
Nail Types

SourceofNail Samples
LaCour (1731D) X
Godchaux-Reserve

(1764 D)

St. Gabriel Church

(1769 A)

X
X

X

Wells (1776C) X X
Madam

John's Legacy

X

(1788 B)

Destrehan(1790A) X X
X

Graugnard(1790C)

Cabildo (1791A) X X

Magnolia

Mound

XX

(1791 B)

Merieult(1793A) X X
Pitot(1799A) X X
Kleinpeter-Knox

X

(1800 C)

Roque(1805D) X X
Whitney(1805B) X X
Michael

Magnolia

(1809 B) X
XX X
(1810 C)

Prudhomme
Mound

B)
Jaque-Dupree(1811
Planter's Cabin (1818 D)

X

X X

Cabildo (1813A) X X
Bucvalt(1815D)

XXX

Zeringue(1815C) XXX
Kroll (1816C) X
Destrehan, Garconnieres

X

(1818 A)

Merieult(1818A) X

X

A)
Pentagon Barracks, Bldg. B (1819 X
Pentagon Barracks, Bldg. D (1819 A)

X X

RiverLake (1820C) X X
Wycliffe(1820B) X X
Bucvalt(1820C) X
Graugnard(1820C)

X

Oakland (1820D) X

XX

Pentagon Barracks, Bldg. B (1823 A)
Pentagon Barracks, Bldg. D (1823 A)

Aillet(1830B) XXX
Moniotte(1830C) X
Estorge(1830B) X
Austerlitz(1832A) X
Evergreen(1832D) X
Riverland(1832C) X

Jackson Barracks, Bldg. 2 (1834 A)
Jackson Barracks, Bldg. 4 (1834 A)

X X

X X
XX

LiveOak (1835C) X
Lindsey(1835D) X
Kleinpeter(1836C)X XX

XX X
Bozant-Hart(1836B)
Jackson Barracks, Magazine
(1837 A)

Kroll (1840C) X
Oaklawn(1840C) X X
LittleTexas (1840C) X
(1847A) X X
Presbytere
Cabildo (1848A) X
Pontalba(1849A) X
Bond (1850D) X
Lobell(1862C) X
Palo Alto, Overseer's

(1880 C)

Baytree(1892D) X
Wilbert (1891B) XXX
Curole (1891B) X
Curole (1893A) x

X

X

1

23

4567

8

9

10

11

12
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To determine if the nail is iron or steel the
distinctive characteristics of iron are important;
these include grain and possibly a poorly consoli
dated structure such as cold shuts and cracks
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shape of the shaft, its cross section, and
can
be used to distinguish among wire, cut,
taper
and hand-made nails.
Cut nails have parallel
faces but cut faces that taper straight towards the
point. Wire nails have parallel sides extending
from the head to the point. Hand-made nails,
naturally, exhibit the greatest variation in all as
The

described below.
The absence of the typical
characteristics of iron probably indicates steel.
The transitionfrom the use of iron to steel in the
nail industrywas not immediate, having begun in

pects of shaft form. Generally, hand-made nails
tend to taper on all sides to the point and main
tain a square cross section, though many such
nails have a rectangular cross section, with par
allel sides, on the upper one-third to one-half

the mid-1880s and continued into the 1890s.
Though not itself a dating factor, the general
uniformity of the head and shaft, especially in a
collection of similar nails from a site, usually

indicates improved production methods,
and
before they gradually taper to the point. Hand
therefore a later date. Heads
located eccentri
made nails often exhibit hammer marks on the
cally on the shaft,misshapen heads, and shafts shaft and head, or other evidence of hand work.
that have several tapers or diameters indicate
Except for sprigs and brads all cut nails are
can
nails.
The
of
be
early
judgment
uniformity
grasped by a clamp at the upper end of the shaft
rather subjective, thus it is desirable to obtain a
for heading.
The clamp leaves a deformation,
referred to as the "pinch," under the head. De
large nail sample.

TABLE2
FEATURES
NAILTYPES
OF LOUISIANA
1

Feature:Nail Type:

2

3

5

4

6

7

8

9

101112

Shaft Section:

XXX

square/rect
square X X

XXXXXX

Round

X

X

Material:

Iron
Steel

XXXXXXXXX

Grain (iron only)
Cross

XXXXXX

x
X

In-Line
Rounded

XX
Points

X

X

X

XXX

(cut face view)
Shaft Shape:
Four Sides Taper
Two Sides Taper

X X
XX

No Taper

XXXXXXX

X

X

Bun

SameFace X X
OppositeFaces

X

XX

X

X

X

X

Header Clamp Pinch
Side-Pinched
XXX X
Face-Pinched

X XXX

Hand-Headed

Used: Beginning
Ending

XXX

1699 1699
1805 1820

1791
1836

1809
1834

1805 1810
1836 1840

1834
1847

1820
1891

1811
1812

1891 1875 1891
1893 1880spresent
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Type 2

Type 1

T

I

Type 4

Type 3

1731-1805

1791-1836

1769-1820

1.1

1.1

2. Hf

2.Hf

4. 5.Hd
6. -

4.S.Hd
6.-

3. J

*>-*?

j

8.2t

Type 7

GpS)

Type 8

Ifi

1834-1847
1.1
2.Q

3.J
4. Ft

5.Me
6. Sf

7.Si
j

jj

8.2t

9.Re-Sq

U

1811-1812
|
}

f
5

5.Me
I 6.Sf
! 7.Fa

I 7.

8.2t

jl 9.Re-Sq

Jj

7.

J

8.2t

9.Re-Sq

|3
Fa
j |

9.Re-Sq

Feature

3.?3.-

4.Rd
4. Ft

3.

5.Me
5. Me
6. Of
6. Sf

j

7.Fa

8.2t8.2t

[j

9.Re-Sq

5. Head Mfg.
6. Burr (cutonly)

Hand. Machine
Same faces.Opposite faces

9. ShaftSection

Sq, Re. Ro

3.?

| ;

9.Re-Sq

j

1810-1840

11

2. Ct

3~

j }
|I |I
j!

4.Rd
5.Me
6.Sf

!J

9.Re-Sq

L,
Type 12

I

1891+
1879
1891-1893
j
1.1l.S
1.1 l.S
2.Ct2.Ct
2.
2.Dn
Dn

Meaning
Iron.Steel

7. Pinch (cutonly) Si. Fa
8. ShaftTaper
4t, 2t,0t

5

4.Rd
|]
Me
| 5.
j 6.Sf
Fa
! 7.Si
j?
8.2t
!|

[j

! jj

2.|Q

i

Symbol
I, S
Hf, Ct, Dn
??*
3. Grain (irononly)
J
4. Point (cutonly) Rd. Ft
Hd. Me
Sf,Of

j,

Type 11

5.
8.

Diagnostic Nail Features
1.Metal:
2. Mfg. Method

i

II

t

e=s
(jSS)
if

I 3-1
I 4. Ft

|

8.2t j

1805-1836

j|

Type 10

Q)
1

I 1820-1891
1.1
2.Ct

I

3~

I

!|

II

i

2.Q

|

9.Re-Sq

9

Type

1.1 1.1

| 4.Rd
4Rd
5.Me
6.Of
j 7.Si
B

5.Hd
6.Sf
7.7.-Si
7.-

9.Re-Sq&Sq

{]

2.Q

in?

'

1809-1834

3.?

3.J

8.4t&2t
8.2t&4t

9.Sq.Re-Sq&

!

i

If

Type 6

Type 5

Cut. Drawn
Hand-forged.
InLine. Cross
Round, Flat

Side, Face
Taper on: 4 sides,2 sides,no taper
Round
Square,Rectangular,

FIGURE 8. Louisiana Nail Types

3. J
4.4.-

Me
5.
Me

6. 6.-

7.7.-

Ot
8. Ot

\j)

9.Ro
^

9.Ro
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cause
some
can
confu
The
burr
unnecessary
pending on the length of nail, the pinch usually
on
are
one
the shafts of cut nails
found
sion. Burrs
extends down the shaft, generally for about
eighth to one-quarter of its length. The pinch is and may be present on some hand-made nails
relatively shorter on large nails and longer on made from slit nail rods. The burr on cut nails
small nails. Only cut nails are pinched, thus this indicates whether the cutting of the nail blank
from the nail plate was done from the same side
feature is useful for establishing the type of nail.
are
on
or opposite sides. Most of the early nail ma
cut
in
Louisiana
The earliest
nails
pinched
on
cut
chines cut the nail blank from the same side of
faces (side-pinched). Nails pinched
their

(face-pinched) began to appear in
Louisiana in the 1820s, though there is one face
pinched type thatwas used on a house in 1811.
The pinch, however, is not chronologically sig
similar nails were made
nificant by itself:
throughout the 19th century, and are still manu

the nail plate, leaving the burr on opposite edges
of the nail shaft. Most of the latermachines cut
the nail from opposite sides of the nail plate,
leaving the burrs on the same face of the shaft.
Burrs on the same face may indicate a more

the head and ends abruptly before meeting.
Where the faces end, the flat point, is the edge
of the nail plate. The point can indicate whether
the nail was made from the early style nail plate
or the later nail plates cut from sheets. The
points of nails cut from narrow nail plates are

form the point. Sometimes itmay be discerned
along the edge as a cold shut, as noted below.
Cracks and cold shuts are characteristic of

their faces

factured, though now they are made of steel.
Variation in the point of wire nails does not
appear to be temporally significant, though the
point can be of great significance on cut nails.
Generally, cut nails have a blunt point: the cut
faces form an acute triangle that extends from

slightly rounded from the front face to the back
face. Nails made from nail plates thatwere cut
from sheets have four sharp corners at the point.
This feature can be used to help distinguish be
tween cross-grained nails and grain-in-line nails,
a difference that can be temporally significant.
Among hand-made nails there is great variation
in point styles.
Some hand-made nails have
burrs and a rectangular cross section, and can

cut
easily be mistaken for early hand-headed
It is here that the point type can be of
nails.
use to the archaeologist. The points of cut nails
are almost always blunt, while those of hand
made nails are generally either sharply pointed or

In addition, the point is formed
chisel-shaped.
faces
by opposite
tapering until theymeet. Ex
for
cept
distinguishing between cut nails and
hand-made nails, these variations do not appear
to have any temporal value, though they probably
had functional significance.

developed technology: either the nail plate was
turned over after each cut or, more likely, the
nail plate was fed into a nail machine having a
reciprocating cutter with two cutting surfaces.
The burr on hand-made nails made from slit
stock is often obliterated during the forging of
the nail, especially where the shaft is tapered to

wrought iron. Cracks result from the fibers of
iron opening as the metal
unconsolidated
is
worked.
The cracks occur along the grain,
where the slag prevented a perfect union of the
metal. On cross-grained nails the crack will run
across the face, while on grain-in-line nails the
cracks will run length-wise on the face. On the
cut face of both kinds of nails theremay be a
crack, or even separation, running length-wise
down the shaft. The heads of either kind can be
cracked across the top in the direction of the cut
faces.
Cold
shuts are unconsolidated
metal
folded against the body of the stock. There are
numerous causes of cold shuts, but for the pur
poses of defining nails, they occur on hand

forged nails when the burr is hammered flat
against the nail shaft.
All hand-made nails and early cut nails were
hand-headed. Hand-formed nail heads are found
in a plethora of styles. Though these styles
may have a functional significance, they are not
useful for establishing temporal significance. For
instance, on cut nails, hand-heading indicates an
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Hand-formed nail
early date of manufacture.
heads tend not to be uniform and, on cut nails,
are usually thinner than machine-formed heads.
There will also be evidence of hammering on the
head. Caution is advised, however, because the
presence of shallow hammer marks on the heads
of cut nails may be caused by the carpenter driv
ing the nail rather than the nailer forming the

head.

Louisiana

Nail Types

Nails are assigned to one of the various types
based on their possession of the requisite diag
nostic features. The number assigned to any
particular type has no significance, though itwill
be noticed that the first eight numbered types are
also in chronological order; this is a reflection

only of the evolution in the development of this
system. Newly identified types can be added to
this list by assigning the next vacant number.
The dates of use given should be understood as
a general period that a type was used because
the dates are based on a limited survey of stand
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pinched area compared to later nails. The intent
is to illustrate a method of establishing a chrono
logically significant nail typology based on manu
facturing and structural features, rather than on
the appearance of a nail.
Some examples of
Louisiana nail types are illustrated in Figure 8.
Type 1. These are hand-made nails made from
forged or drawn nail rods. Included in this type
are Type 2 nails that do not exhibit burrs and
other evidence characteristic of that type. A
Type 1 nail is forged from an iron nail rod and
exhibits hammer marks on both the shaft and
head.
The shaft is usually square and tapers
evenly on all sides to the point. Heads are gen
erally rather thin and may occasionally bend or
even break loose from the shaft if pulled force
fully from the timber. The numerous head and
point varieties have no temporal significance
other than indicating that the nail is hand made.

Type 2. These nails are similar to the Type 1
except that they are made from slit nail rods and
have burrs. Nails of this type are often rectan
ing structures. The following list differs from gular from under the head to where the point
that of Edwards and Wells
(1993) by dropping
taper begins. Cold shuts may be present on the
theirType 9 nail. Edwards and the author think shaft. Type 1 and Type 2 nails are found in
that the original Type 9 nail should probably be many varieties, but no temporal value can be
The technology that
In its attached to the varieties.
considered a variant of Type 7 nails.
a
place
recently collected nail has been given the produced these nails pre-date the European settle
designation of Type 9, which is discussed under ment of Louisiana, so an early date for this type
that heading below.
begins with the establishment of the French
some
of
In the following section descriptions
Though hand-made
colony in 1699 at Mobile.
well into the
been
of
the
have
manufactured
elements
nails
the
of
nail types include
super
may
19th century, the latest date of use in Louisiana
ficial appearance of the nail type. These super
is 1820.
ficial elements are included to aid the researcher
in identifying the nail type to augment, and not
In the cases in Type 3. These nails are machine cut and hand
to limit, the type description.
Because
headed.
which the type description includes elements
they were made from narrow

about the appearance itmust be remembered that rolled nail plates they are cross-grained and have
superficial elements are merely characteristic of points that are slightly rounded from the front
In addition,
face to the back face. The shaft is usually
many of the samples observed.
some
are
features thatmay have chrono
there
strongly side-pinched and the heads are thin.
are
not
repre
Depending on the size of the nail, the pinch ex
logical significance, though these
of
tends only about one-fifth or one-sixth of the
sentative of technological developments. One
on
these is the length of pinch
side-pinched nails; way down the length of the shaftfrom below the
to
have a rather short head. Burrs are on opposite faces of the shaft.
the early nails tend
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Within a sample of nails of the same length and
thickness from the same building there can be
considerable variation in the width of the shaft
and its degree of taper. This unevenness is an
indication that the nail plate was fed into the
shear by hand. The heads are generally a flat
disk. Also a common sub-type of Type 3 was
manufactured by hammering the heads from two
angles, producing a narrow head that overhangs
the cut faces, leaving a roof-like peak centered
on the shaft. Type 3 use in Louisiana extends
from 1791 to 1836.

Type 4. Nails of this type are entirelymachine
made cut nails. They are cross-grained and have
points that are slightly rounded from front face to
back face. Type 4 nails are side-pinched and
usually have a flat, discoid head. Some samples
of this type are distinguishable from Type 3 nails
only by their thicker heads and general unifor
mity. Burrs are on opposite faces. In Louisiana
these nails appear to have been used from 1809
to 1834.

Type 5. These are entirely machine cut nails.
They are cross-grained and have points that are
slightly rounded from the front face to back face.
They are uniformly cut and headed. The heads
are roughly square, small, and thick. These are
side-pinched nails. The pinch is rather long and
shallow, making the upper one-third of the nail
appear parallel when viewed from the face. The
faces, when viewed from the cut face, bulge
slightly. Though not common, these nails saw a
rather long use in Louisiana from 1807 to 1836.
Type 6. Nails of this type are cross-grained cut
nails and, like the other cross-grained nails, have
points that are slightly rounded from the front
face to back face. Type 6 nails are face-pinched
and, depending on the size, the area deformed by
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temporally significant features. These nails were
used in building construction from 1810 to 1840
in Louisiana.

Type 7. These are side-pinched cut nails; how
ever, the grain runs the length of the shaft, and
all four corners of the point are flat. This indi
cates that the nail blanks were cut from nail
plates thatwere sheared from wide, rolled sheets.
in a typical sample of Type 7 nails are
Nails
uniform, have heads of moderate size, and have
a long pinch extending nearly one-half down the
shaft. A cross section through the shaft at the
pinch describes a square with rounded corners.
In Louisiana
these nails saw use from 1834 to
1848.
Type 8. These nails are grain-in-line, face
pinched cut nails. Early nails of this type are
more often found with cracks or even grain sepa
ration on the cut face than later nails.
Their
form is similar to that of Type 6 nails as well as
Type 9 nails. Nails of this type are perfectly
uniform and consistent within a sample. There
are several styles of head, varying from small
and rectangular to large and oval. This is the
most common 19th century-nail, seeing long use
in Louisiana from 1820 to 1891.
Type 9. This is a cross-grained and face-pinched
It exhibits the point rounding common to
nail.
cross-grained nails. The burrs are on opposite
faces, otherwise it is indistinguishable from Type
6 nails. Its head is small, rectangular, and rather
thin. This nail type has been found in only one
house in Louisiana, dated 1811 or 1812. This is
a recently collected type of nail and replaces the
former Type 9 nail of Edwards
and Wells

(1993).

These are cut nails made of steel. In
outline
this type resembles the earlier
general
the header extends one-fifth to one-tenth of the face-pinched cut nails (Types 6, 8, and 9). It is
length of the nail. Burrs are on the same face.
distinguishable from the Type 8 only in that it is
The outline and superficial appearance of these made of steel rather than iron. The earliest ap
nails is often indistinguishable from that of later pearance of Type 10 nails in Louisiana is 1891.
Steel cut nails are currently available at many
Type 7 iron nails and Type 10 steel nails, dem
stores.
onstrating the need for careful attention to the hardware
Type 10.
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Type 11. These are iron wire nails. The form East Coast and theMississippi Valley using the
is indistinguishable from modern steel wire nails. methods outlined here can test this hypothesis.
This type is poorly represented in Louisiana, and
the provenience of the sample is highly question
Nail Terms
so
one
far
house
has
nails
of
able;
only
provided
this type, and theywere drawn from a roof lath *denotes terms developed by the author and Jay
in an 18th century house.
Interestingly, this lath Edwards
also had Type 1, Type 2, and Type 8 nails. The
building is believed to have been re-roofed in the Alloy: A molecular combination of two or more
late 1870s as a part of a general rebuild of the metals:
iron + carbon = steel. Wrought iron is
a mixture, not an alloy.
structure.
Type 12. These are modern steel wire nails.
The earliest example found in Louisiana is from
1891.

A forged or cut nail that is "7" shaped.
Brad:
Cut brads do not go through an additional head
ing step because the head is sheared with the
shaft.

Conclusion
The establishment of a useful and accurate nail

This

type of nail has been made from
but
may be dated on technological fea
antiquity,
tures. One of the few traditionally named types
included here because it is clearly defined.

chronology requires a nail typology that is based
on readily observable, objective criteria. Each of
the evolving methods of nail manufacture leaves

Burr: Burrs may be found on cut nails and nails
made from slitted rods. The cutting tool leaves
a sharp, rough flange of metal on the lower side
readily identifiable features that are indicative of
of the shaft as it cuts through the metal stock.
the technology used in themanufacture of nails.
The edge above the burr may be slightly beveled
The manufacturing technology changed over the
or rounded. Burrs may also be found on hand
course of time, therefore these features are tem
made nails. Such burrs are found on nails made
porally significant. A typology based on these
from slit nail rods. In some cases, burrs can be
features provides the best basis for the establish
left on hand-made nails if theywere seated in a
ment of a nail chronology.
poorly fitted header.
The Louisiana Nail Chronology was developed
from samples of nails drawn from houses in
southern Louisiana and Natchitoches Parish, Loui
siana. The survey provided dates of actual use
These data
for the types of nails collected.
supplemented information derived from historical
research into the development of nail manufactur
Investigation further afield in
ing technology.
dicates that the chronology may have a general

and Ohio
applicability to the greater Mississippi
That the Louisiana Nail Chronology
Valleys.
can be applied to those areas may be hypoth
esized, based on the existence of the extensive
river-born and coastal trade that linked Louisiana
with nail manufacturing centers in Pittsburgh,
Wheeling, and elsewhere. The development of
similar, locally adjusted, nail chronologies on the

Clinch: To bend and hammer the nail's exposed
point end flat against the wood; done to prevent
its loosening.

shut: An unconsolidated fold caused by
hammering the burr against the shaft at a too
low heat to weld it to the body of the nail.

Cold

Cross-grained nails: Cut nails sheared from the
end of a narrow nail plate that has the grain
running length-wise. The earliest cut nails are
cross grained.

See "grain."

Cut face*:
The two opposite surfaces of a cut
nail that show the dragging of the shear. The
upper edge may be slightly rounded where the

NAILCHRONOLOGY: THE USE OF TECHNOLOGICALLY DERIVED FEATURES
shear entered the nail plate; lower edge will have
the burr.

See

"face."
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the numerous

blows made during the heading
nails will have a flat,
process. Machine-headed
smooth surface except for some modern cut nails
that have a hemispherical knob centered on the

Cut nail: A machine-made nail. Cut nails are
made by cutting the blank off the end of a long head.
strip of iron or steel. The blank is wider at one
end than the other. The wide end is mechani
1. A tool used to form the head of
Header:
or
and
is
held
then headed by hand
cally
by hand forged nails. The most common form of
machine.
The point is left flat.
header is a flat bar pierced with a hole the size
of the nail shaft. The shaft is inserted into the
marks:
Striations
below
the
head
of
hand
hole
and the header is rested over a hole (the
Drag
made nails caused when being seated in the pritchel hole) in the anvil, with the shaft point
header. Drag marks are also seen on the cut down. A part of the shaft projects above the
face of cut nails. These are caused by the shear header and is hammered down to form the head.
as it slices through the metal, pulling the metal
2. A machine or a part of a machine that grasps
in the direction of the burr. The burr is also the
result of dragging.

the shaft of a nail for heading.

Nail bar: A wrought iron strip from which nail
term
Draw-out:
Blacksmith
for length
rods were slit.
Drawn,
A
and
the
metal.
is
ening
narrowing
point
drawn on a nail shaft by hammering the rod on Nail plate:
The stock from which cut nails are
two sides 90? apart. The opposite of "upset."
cut. These were originally produced in the early
rolling mills with the grain running their length.
Face*:
The surface of the shaft that is 90? from Nails cut off these early nail plates are cross
the cut face, and is thewider of the two pairs of grained. Nail plates were later cut from sheet
faces. No distinction is made between front and
iron in such a way that the grain of the iron of
back faces. See "cut face."
nails cut from them ran the length of the nails.
See

"grain."

Forged nail: A hand-made nail. The shaft is
formed from an iron rod using a hand hammer Nail rod: Square or rectangular rods from which
and an anvil. One end is pointed and then in
some hand-made nails were made.
Some nail
serted into a header.
The head is formed by
rods were produced by rolling and slittingmills.
hammering down on the end of the shaft that Nails made from such rods may exhibit burrs on
the same face, between the head and part of the
projects out of the header.
shaft that is drawn out for the point.
Grain:
Striations in themetal that are character
istic of wrought iron. Iron is strongestwhen the Penny, penny weight:
English system of nail
load is applied across the grain because the slag
It
has
several
sizing.
meanings: number of nails
that forms the grain prevents themetal from hav
in
per pound, price
pence for a hundred nails,
a
over
uniform
bond
its
whole
one
surface.
This
number
of
nails
could get for a "dinar" or
ing
is why grain-in-line nails can be clinched reliably penny (hence the abbreviation "d" as in
16d).
and cross grained nails cannot.
Steel has no
Today it is standardized to describe the size of a
grain because

it has a crystalline structure.

wire nail. Because
used

That part of a nail that is driven by the
carpenter's hammer.
Sprigs have no apparent
head. Hand-formed heads are usually faceted by

the term is vague

it is not

here.

Head:

Pinch*:

On cut nails:
the area under the head
that is grasped for heading. When the unheaded
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is mechanically held for the
heading operation, the part held is deformed on
the shaft under the head. Earlier nails are gen
erally deformed on the cut face and are described
here as being "side-pinched."
Later nails are
deformed on the front and back and are de
scribed as being "face-pinched."

Spike: A large nail.
Imprecise term standard
ized too recently to be useful for describing
hand-made and cut nails.

Point:

Steel: An iron-carbon alloy, usually having less
than 2% carbon. The steel used in nails usually
has less than 0.1% carbon. Steel began to sup
plant wrought iron in nail manufacturing in the
1880s. All modern wire nails are steel. Etched

The end opposite the head. Points may
be sharp (all four sides meet), blunt (sides stop
abruptly before meeting, forming a square or
rectangle when viewed from above), or chisel
(two opposite faces meet).

Sprig: A headless nail. This term can be de
fined clearly enough to be useful for describing
hand-made and cut nails.

steel shows a very fine crystalline structure.

Rolling and slitting: Two stages in the process
term for making the iron
Blacksmith
of making nail rods. The early rollers were
Upset:
about 8-10 in. wide and 10-12 in. thick. By the shorter and thicker. The head of a hand-headed
1830s rollers were 3 ft. or more wide and over
nail is formed by upsetting the end of the shaft.
2 ft. in diameter. To make a flat nail bar the
iron ingotwas fed into the rollers at a high heat. Wire nail: Machine-made nails made from round
In the 19th century these were called
wire.
Slitting follows rolling; it is the longitudinal cut
of
the
flat
nail
bar
into
several
nail
"French
Points" and "French nails," after the
ting
long
in
rods.
which they were developed.
country
head:
English term for a faceted discoid
on a hand-made nail.
This term is not
too
it
used here because
is
vague to be useful
enormous
for describing the
variation in head

Rose

head

styles.

Wrought iron: Iron/silica amalgam produced by
working a lump (bloom) of iron using a silicious
flux as a part of the manufacturing process.
Wrought iron is soft and more resistant to corro
reveals
sion than steel. When etched themetal
a wood-like

Shaft: Body of a nail extending from under the
head to the point.
A cutting tool, usually with one moving
a lower stationary edge.
and
Shearing is
edge
across
width.
the
cutting

Shear:

Slit: To cut a bar down its length. A slitter is
a machine tool used in themanufacturing of nail
rods consisting of an upper and a lower set of
interlocking, disk-shaped cutters. The slitter cuts

into nail rods.
plate longitudinally
often exhibit
from
these
rods
nails
made
Though
cut faces, theymay be distinguished from early
nails by the slitted nail's hand
machine-made
and
heads
grain running the length of the
forged
the nail

shaft.

structure.

grain
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